
Your Experts
  for Swiss Watch 
      Assembly



Distinctive Timepieces

This shortens the lead time and ensures that the finished
timepieces reach you even faster. Upon request, we will 
procure the Ronda movements or refine these with an 
exquisite decor. You can also benefit from various services. 
Thanks to the versatility of our employees, we can adapt 
and respond extremely flexible to customer requirements.

We process your watches with state-of-the-art
laser technology that is highly precise.

After a complete factory changeover,  
experienced micro-teams in four produc- 
tion cells assemble your Swiss Made 
watches from A-Z.

Individual engravings transform your watches 
not only into originals, they also make  
them look elegant and protect well against 
counterfeits.

A Swiss Made Watch is Created

Watch the Laser 
in action:

Laser engravings with a rainbow effect 
enable such an iridescent finish.

Felix Rudin
Managing Director

Our watchmakers work with great
care and attention to detail.

Your Watch Brand 
benefits from
outstanding services 
and a highly
motivated Team.

• High-quality engravings on oscillating 
weights, case backs, sapphire glass,  
movements and watches 

• Individual and multicolored designs

• Show your logo in upright position on  
screwed-down case backs

• Finish your limited editions with  
progressive serial numbers
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Two decades ago, Ronda expanded 
its range of services. 
The logical step was to offer to 
brand manufacturers not only watch 
movements but also full Swiss Made 
watch assembly services.

Ronda Time Center is a 
leader in the assembly of 
Swiss watches. We maintain 
a close partnership with 
our customers and our 
comprehensive value-added 
benefits allow us to offer 
high quality at attractive 
conditions.

Production site in Stabio since 2008

Refine your models with exclusive 
decor and significantly increase 
the value of your watches! 
Creations with a glass case back 
provide a direct view of the high-
quality perlage finish.

Added Value

Decorated movements are an exclusivity 
which we offer to brand manufacturers when 
they have their watches assembled by us.
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Close-up of a
decorated Startech
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